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NDSU students are developing a unique cereal bar for middle school and high school aged kids. This cereal bar could help with our worldwide issue on hunger and malnourishment.

These students have brainstormed to find a product that not only was nutritious, but one that also tasted good. They have come up with Anttag, which is Mongolian for "delicious." This cereal bar contains a unique major and micro-nutrients. Some of the minerals and ingredients are unique from any other kind of cereal bar. For example, one ingredient, sometimes referred to as pulse or peas, are pulled up beans. This ingredient is untraditional to a cereal bar. Anttag is also made with peanut butter and chocolate, to make it taste good for consumers.

Anttag was produced in January, and only took about 15 weeks to produce. What's next for this cereal bar? It's going to take on the malnourishment issue, starting with Mongolia and spreading along...
to other countries in Asia. The UNWTO, or the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization,
has given the NDSU students a grant to start
up operations in Mongolia to serve these cereal
bars during lunchtime in these kids' day. Antflag
plans on becoming a full scale operation to
administer this product around the world to
malnourished countries. "This product could make a
difference worldwide," says Dr. Deland Myers, for
the NDSU School of Food Systems.

This cereal bar not only teaches you a
new Mongolian word, but also could be the start
on fixing the hunger issue on our planet.

Consider seeing the source, Myers, closer to
the beginning